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A massive thank you!
February 20, 2017 | 59 upvotes | by gerannu

I honestly want to just show some appreciation for this sub along with TRP in general. I had a solid 4
paragraphs written out asking if saying a certain thing to my ex was the right thing to do when she
messaged me. Then I realized it actually doesn't matter at all, the act of me posting the message would
have been more than enough to show I cared far too much about it/her, so I deleted it.
So I just want to say, if you seriously take in everything all the endorsed contributors and vanguard write
and comment (along with the sidebar obviously.), you will really crush the blue out of you and feel so
damn good about yourself, even when girls decide to approach you for your attention you are almost
indifferent.
Even though I don't post much and mainly just lurk, you have all been invaluable!
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bostonburrito • 12 points • 21 February, 2017 02:52 AM 

In the same boat dude. The amount of times I've gone to this sub to ask a significantly long question to just
delete it at the end is huge. And it's literally always because halfway through typing I've realised either my
answer is in what I've already read here on TRP or that the problem really isn't that big of a deal ad I'm looking
for a different right answer that doesn't exist.

Shit, I'm even considering removing this comment because all I'm really doing is trying to draw attention to
myself and not providing much in the way of discussion. lol

asktrpthrow123 • 12 points • 21 February, 2017 12:20 AM 

So you decided to erase 4 paragraphs, and write 3 more?

Just kidding. Glad you're enjoying your new found TRP powers.

gerannu[S] • 1 point • 21 February, 2017 07:12 AM 

Even whilst writing this post, I did think about that... ;) However, I hoped someone who was on the cusp of
thinking everything that is talked about here doesn't work, might read this and keep pushing

ThatKassiusGuy • 3 points • 21 February, 2017 10:13 AM 

This is actually nice to see on asktrp; the replies also equally as so. At the end of the day we're just trying to help
each other succeed in life. Good to know that all of this has made a difference for you.

hobohunter24 • 2 points • 21 February, 2017 09:00 AM 

I'm in the same boat too. I always seem to know what to do now, it's just a matter of doing it.
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